
Your Trusted Partner for data collection throughout Latin America.



Where can you find us?

We are headquartered in Fortaleza, Brazil

Your Trusted Partner for data collection throughout Latin America.



We also have Operational Offices in two 
other Brazilian Cities:

São Paulo, Brazil Curitiba, Brazil



...as well as Operational Offices in 
three other Latin American hubs:

Santiago, CH Mexico City, MX Buenos Aires, AR



We are the best way for you to bridge the gap between brands  
and consumers.and consumers.



Smart is not only the name of our company, it is our skill to deliver data
collection through innovation and technology.
We truly believe that when brands and consumers have a straight and
close relationship, the power of producing and innovating new and
essential products/services will cause a positive impact in the world, and
we can make this connection possible through our panel and experienced

About Us

we can make this connection possible through our panel and experienced
team.

Our team is dedicated to working with clients
in their projects to discover and deliver their
next big innovative ideas.



Our Core Mission is to help our clients make
important business decisions through the use
of high operational services and intelligent
analyses.

Our Mission

analyses.



Having a client means a

In today's world,
we realize that if
We do not follow
all the advancements of

Why Choose Us?

High
Quality

For us, quality
does not start when field-

Partnership Innovation

Having a client means a
lot for us at Smart! It is
not only having a client,
but the transparency in
all process of commu-
nication, integrity and a
commitment that your
goal and success will be
ours.

all the advancements of
innovation, we will just
stay behind, and that is
not what we do. Our team
is always recreating and
innovating in order to
help our clients deliver a
different and better ser-
vice.

does not start when field-
work begins, but actually, it
starts in the very first step
of sending a quote. This is
our philosophy, delivering
high quality from the very
beginning to the very end.



Expertise

Construction &    

Technology

Automotive

Artificial    
Intelligence

Consumer Goods

Construction &    
ArchitectureHealthcare

Social Media

Business to          
Business



Qualitative

Focus Group / Online Communities; 

In-Depth Interviews (TDI or IDI)/ 

Project Methodologies

Quantitative
Speech and Photo Collection;

CATI/CAPI/PAPI/CAWI;

Web IDI/ Dyads/ Triads;

Mystery Shopper;  

Ethnographies; 

Workshop;

Others

Online/ Offline Survey;

Product/Pack Test; 

Client Satisfaction;  

Market Share;

Others



Country Coverage

Brazil

Mexico

Peru

ColombiaMexico

Argentina

Chile

Colombia

Uruguay

Paraguay



Smart Research is your One-Stop-Shop for all your
fieldwork and data collection needs, including: telephone
interviews, focus groups, recruitment, on-site CLTs,
online operations, etc. Our fieldwork capabilities
encompass the most relevant economies in Latin

Services

encompass the most relevant economies in Latin
America,America, such as Brazil, Chile, Mexico, among others.

With over 15 years of field experience, Smart Research
is able to offer you the knowledge, the history, and the
resources you need to get your project completed
accurately, on time, and on budget.



We have proven expertise in all facets of Quantitative,
Qualitative, and Customized Market Research solutions
across various sectors and regions. Our offerings span the
complete life-cycle of a market research project from Data
Collection, Project Management, Study Design, Survey
Scripting and Hosting, to Data Tabulation and Analysis,

Services

Scripting and Hosting, to Data Tabulation and Analysis,
Reporting and Presentations.

We offer a broad array of experienced research services in such areas as
consumer market research, B2B market research, customer satisfaction
surveys, industry market research, Hispanic/Multicultural research,
company surveys, patient surveys, alumni surveys, and job satisfaction
measurement.



A bit more about what we do at Smart...A bit more about what we do at ...



At Smart Research, we understand that the first
step to succeed with consumers is to obtain the
best performance on your product’s intrinsic and
extrinsic attributes. Taste, texture, sweetness, and
fragrances, as well as packaging, colors, and
brand are essential.

Sensory

That’s why we specialize in sensorial studies that
enable our clients to know the consumer’s
perception through Organoleptic Tests, Packaging
Tests, Name Tests, etc., to achieve product and/or
brand loyalty or any other objective in progress.



In terms of the operation process, we have central
locations equipped with kitchen, lightening, and
ventilation system, adequate to conduct
organoleptic studies.

Sensory

We have experience in different industries such
as food, personal care, and tobacco ones, and
perfume houses among others.



Brand
We, from Smart Research, help you to build your
brand or renew its current image, to create added
value and to analyze each type of bonds that
connect your brand with the consumers.

This will enable you to be certain that you are
sending the right message to the right people and,
above all, that they will prefer you over your
competitors.



It is said that each mind is a world
of its own.

Behaviour

That is why it is increasinglyThat is why it is increasingly
important to know the habits,
customs, way of thinking, and
behavior of each person, to study
each market niche that reveals
strategic information to us about
consumers’ needs and demands.



At Smart Research, we help you discover the
ideal message you can convey to your target
audience.

We use quantitative and qualitative method-
ologies such as Pre-Test advertising, Concept
Test, Advertising Day After Recall (DAR), and
Concept Benefits Sort to know the real impact

Media

Concept Benefits Sort to know the real impact
on your receiver.

We collect and analyze each possible positive or
negative reaction related to your research
objective since even a negative answer may lead
to an assertive change.



Our facilities 
Facilities:
Central Location venues
Group rooms
Viewing and translation rooms
Possibility of double viewing rooms
Private experimental kitchen
Self service rooms
Office for clientsOffice for clients
Modular rooms for meetings, workshops, conferences, presentations, etc.

Equipment and services:
Own web streaming; Wi-Fi 
One-way mirrors
Dial testing
Linear products
Wireless headphones
Digital audio recordings
DVD recordings; Computers 
Catering service



Take a look at some of our Facilities: 
Conference and Meeting Rooms



Take a look at some of our Facilities: 
Catering Service



Take a look at some of our Facilities: 
One-Way Mirror Room



Do you want to get in touch?

You can correspond with Smart by sending us a letter to:
Av.  Bezerra de Menezes,  Nº 1250,  Sala 1703   - Fortaleza, CE, 
Brazil - Zip Code: 60455-370

You can also reach us through our Sales Department at
sales@smartmresearch.com



Still want to get in touch?

If you are more of a phone person, you can call us at
+55 85 3067 4832

Also, do not forget to check our website:
www.smartmresearch.com



I invite you to send us a request for
quote!quote!

Thank you!

Contact:
Sales Department

sales@smartmresearch.com

Our website:
www.smartmresearch.com


